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Administrators and student leaders
agree that diversity work should be a
priority — but their opinions on how
that work should be done are not necessarily aligned.

Photo llustration by Alana Melvin.

Do you have questions about any new developments on campus? Should the
Lawrentian be covering any event?

Let us know!
Send any tips to TheLawrentianNews@gmail.com.
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Shortly after senior and
COLORES President Ezra
Marker was unintentionally outed as transgender by Lawrence University,
they attended their first
meeting about developing
a new naming system for
transgender students. Over
a year and many meetings
later, Marker is still unsure
what — if any — progress
has been made.
Senior and Lawrence
University Disability Working Group (LUDWiG) President Alex Chand has spent
much of the past several
months
creating and developing a new Disability
Studies course. While the
support of the ethnic studies department and the doctoral candidate aiding LUDWiG in this process have
been essential, the time and
energy Chand has invested
in different initiatives cause
her to feel as if she’s running a full non-profit organization.
Senior and former Lawrence
University
Native American Organization
(LUNA) President
Jessica Hopkins knows
that LUNA will be asked
to deliver land acknowledgements
at campus
events, but beyond this,
she feels largely ignored by

administration. When the
group voiced concerns
about the location of the
new statue, Otāēciah, Hopkins felt as if administration worked around them.
“They didn’t actually
want our opinions,” Hopkins said. “They just needed
our symbolic approval.”
In all our interviews with
student diversity organization leaders, one theme
consistently emerged: there
is
a disconnect between
higher-level administration
and students involved in
diversity work. While everyone emphasized the importance of diversity and
inclusion at Lawrence, their
methods and priorities for
this work often differ, at
times even coming into conflict.
***
At the center of this conflict is a value disconnect,
focused on the balance
between student contributions to diversity work and
the
labor
that
goes
into it. Embedded into the
structure
of Lawrence is
a high value and reliance
on student feedback and
involvement in instigating
change — but that often
means the pressure falls on
full-time students of marginalized identities.  
“There is so much advocacy for student work on
this campus,” said Marker,
“but the dark side of that is
that a lot of the work on this
campus is exploited student labor.”

That labor takes many
forms: For Chand, it’s
working 10-40 hours each
week to plan events, go to
meetings,
create strategies and
do whatever
other work is needed
for LUDWiG initiatives.
For Marker, it’s putting in
the leg work — the proposals, the petitions, the research — to expand gender
inclusive
restrooms on
campus and establish the
Gender and Sexuality Diversity
Center. For Hopkins, it was conducting meetings while also
planning large events like
the Indigenous Peoples
Day celebration.  
But it’s more than the
hours — senior and former
Black Student Union (BSU)
President Sarah Navy explained the burden and
complexity of this work. She
is not just a student but “a
leader in a community that
is underserved by our institution as a whole,” which
she feels can pull students
in
directions they should
not be
pulled. According
to Navy, students are expected to do too much in
order to feel welcomed and
supported on campus.
Marker also emphasized
the emotional toll of diversity work. In advocating
for a new system for when
to use a transgender student’s dead name versus
real name, they have shared
their
personal
sto-
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Student Food Pantry Transitioning to Office of Student Life
Caleb Yuan
Staff Writer

____________________________

THIS
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Starting this academic year,
the student pantry, a source
aiming to aid students with
different supplies, is becoming institutionalized and taken
over by the Office of Student
Life from Associate Dean of
Academic Success Kate Zoromski. The pantry, which has been
closed since this summer, will
be relocated to Memorial Hall;
Student Life is currently planning to open the pantry next
week and will notify the student body once it is open.
The student pantry will be
relocated to a converted custodial supply room in the west
side of Memorial Hall, according to Chris Card, Vice Presi-

dent for Student Life. With the
access of key cards, students
will be able to always stop by
without permission, Card said.
The new student pantry will
still be open to donations since
donors have been meeting
most of the needs of students
on campus.
Currently, there is no committed budget allocation to the
pantry from the administration, according to Card. Having
a budget allocated to the pantry
is a conversation that the Lawrence administration is open
to having, said Card; in the
meantime, the Student Life office would like to maintain the
relationship with the donors
who are contributing supplies
to the pantry.
The new student pan-

try is still in the preparation
process, Card said, which
involves shelving, painting,
moving fridges, cleaning and
other tasks. Supplies including
clothes, textbooks, school supplies, food and hygiene products will be restocked later in
this week; however, the pantry
will remain unavailable until
all the preparations are finished, according to Card.
While the preparations are
ongoing, Student Life also
plans to make several logistical changes, such as improving
the management of supplies
inventory to ensure that items
in high demand by students are
regularly stocked and available,
Card said. Student Life is also
looking at instituting effective
processes to get feedback from
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students who use the resource
from the pantry, knowing that
students’ needs will change
over time, according to Card.
Last academic year, the
Committee on Diversity Affairs (CODA) published a list of
concerns to Lawrence administration, which included a call
to institutionalize the student
pantry, according to Jason Bernheimer, former Vice Chair of
CODA. The pantry was previously located in the basement
of the Esch Hurvis Center for
Spiritual and Religious Life,
which could be physically inaccessible due to the steep stairs,
Bernheimer said.
Beside the physical inaccessibility of the former pantry location, CODA also recognized
that the pantry, as a critical

source for students on campus,
should be protected by Lawrence administration, regardless of the potential absence of
individuals like Zoromski, Bernheimer said.
In the summer of 2017,
Zoromski started the student
pantry with Associate Dean
of Student Life Paris Wicker,
providing students with essential supplies. Now seeing
the pantry closed, Zoromski is
concerned that students will
not have access to supplies they
need.
“Being a low-income student on a campus like ours is
hard in a lot of ways,” Zoromoski said. “Resources that
support low-income students,
like the student pantry, are
critical to their success.”

Bernheimer echoed this
frustration. Last academic
year, CODA worked with President Emeritus Mark Burstein
and kept the student pantry
open for the first two weeks of
each term under the COVID-19
restrictions, according to Bernheimer. However, since Student Life has taken over, CODA
is no longer directly involved in
this matter.
“We [CODA] worked hard to
make sure students didn’t lose
access to the resources even for
just two weeks,” Bernheimer
said. “And now the pantry has
been shut down for more than
two weeks after Student Life
took it over … It’s disappointing to see Student Life ... take
it over before they are ready.”
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Disconnected
continued from page 1
ry many times. For Marker, this is
more than an anecdote; it is a traumatic experience which they have relived repeatedly as they tell the story
in meetings with various administrators.
“It has taken my emotional energy, it has taken my physical energy,
it has impacted my mental health in
extremely negative ways,” Marker
said. “[…] The time that marginalized
students work to prepare for meetings, or go to meetings, or have interviews or whatever, send emails, that
is time taken away from schoolwork,
extracurriculars, social, exercise.”
***
Further illuminating this value disconnect is the common consensus between student leaders and administrators that students are often the
ones who come up with ideas for institutional change — whether that be
due to a lack of representation, time
or support. Some recent examples of
this include a LUDWiG initiative to
increase the number of containers for
the disposal of used needles and the
student-led efforts to establish gender-neutral bathrooms on campus. Students then play an active role
in pushing these ideas through, often
feeling insufficient support from administration.
While no one denies that student
leaders are instrumental in initiating change, the extent to which
they should be involved is not agreed
upon, even within the administration.
President Laurie Carter said that
she does not think students should
be burdened, but she also believes
all members of the campus community have the responsibility to
promote and prioritize diversity and
inclusion. Assistant to the President
and Secretary to the Board of Trustees Christyn Abaray thinks it is critical for students to come forward
with ideas for change, but she does
not think they should be responsible
for implementing those changes. Assistant Dean of Students and Director
of the Diversity & Intercultural Center (D&IC) Brittany Bell also thinks
student voices are necessary to instigate change, since they are most
impacted by these initiatives — but
she believes that certain students are
being asked to do too much too often.
Likewise, there is no clear agree-

ment among
student
leaders regarding the substantiality of
their
role. Marker
tends to think it’s fundamentally not their job to initiate or
implement institutional
change; administration needs to be
proactive in finding gaps and filling
them. Navy agrees, stating that the
only thing she’s obligated to do is get
an education but also explained that
she chooses to be involved because
she cares. Chand also makes the
choice to be involved due to the need
for diversity work, which she understands through personal experience.
However, most student leaders
agree that more could be done at a
higher level to reduce the burden of
their workload, and, as of now, the
work that they do is often unsustainable.
“It doesn’t really ever slow down,”
Chand said. “We can make the choice
to be like, ‘OK, we’re going to set aside
this project for a while’ — but then it
just doesn’t get done, and nothing
happens, and nothing changes.”
***
This reliance on student ideas
and labor to push for initiatives has
led some students
to characterize
the administration as reactive rather than proactive when it comes to diversity work. Although administrators
can understand that perspective, they
claim much diversity work happens
behind the scenes — it’s just disconnected from the student body.  
According to Bell, most initiatives involve many steps, which
can draw out the timeframe between
starting the project and announcing its completion. In responding to
a major world event, for instance,
many parties must contribute to the
message, people must know the full
story and the response must be sent
out at the right time. Likewise, in
starting a program, administrators
need to find sources of funding, approve dates and connect across departments, all of which takes time to
coordinate. However, if students are
not regularly informed of the process,
Bell said, it appears that nothing is being done, and even if it is, it’s moving
too slowly or is simply too late.
Aside from the pace at which
these changes are brought about,
administration identifies poor communication as a potential root to the
reactionary perception. Abaray explained
that administration must
continuously navigate the timing of
announcing their projects: how so-

lidified should an initiative be before it’s shared with the community?
While students agree that communication
is a major
problem,
they also believe the issue runs much
deeper.  
According to Hopkins, it often feels
as though the Lawrence administration only communicates with LUNA
when they’re seeking a stamp of approval for a diversity effort, and “once
they get what they want [from LUNA],
they kind of stop.”  
In a LUDWiG meeting,
multiple
students provided examples of accessibility needs being unmet, citing inconsistencies in medicine delivery and
storage, dietary restrictions on the
meal plan and issues with housing accommodations — all of which the students felt the administration should
have considered before the problem
arose. There is a more systemic problem, various student leaders said, that
reaches far beyond just administrators, and starts with an ability to listen
to other perspectives.
“I think it’s hard, because I think
a lot of times, good work comes from
listening,” Chand said. “I think it’s just
really important that we learn how to
cultivate empathy and develop empathy in students and good listening
skills, so that we know how to listen
and acknowledge experiences that are
outside of our own.” Chand believes
that providing members of the community with opportunities to listen
and develop empathy is critical, and it
is crucial for administration to proactively build a culture of respect, diversity, inclusion and care.
***
Carter also emphasized a need for
cultural change. Based on her initial assessments of campus, Carter identified “pockets of support” for
diversity work at Lawrence, which
she wants to expand out to involve
the entire campus community. This
work began as conversations with student leaders and meetings with Cabinet about the role diversity plays in
every position.  
It continues with her announcement of guiding coalitions during her
Matriculation Convocation — a concept explained in an email sent shortly
after the speech. Through these coalitions, Carter stressed the importance
of every member of the Lawrence
community contributing to these
goals. She also explicitly addressed
student labor during Convocation.
“For our students, I have heard

THIS WEEK IN PHOTOS:
Campus Comes to Life

(RIGHT) Assistant Professor of Music Mark Dupere talks to senior Mikayla Frank-Martin and junior
Daniel Johnson at LSO.
Photo by Alana Melvin.
(MIDDLE) Students cross College Avenue between the Conservatory and Main Hall.
Photo by Alana Melvin.

(BOTTOM LEFT) Dean of the Conservatory Brian Pertl and Sydney Pertl ‘12, a Seattle-based artist,
paint a mural in the practice room hallway.
Photo by Alana Melvin.

loud and clear that you feel pressured
to not only alert the faculty and staff
to the work required to best serve your
needs but to also do the work. That
stops here,” Carter said. “We need
your ideas, thoughts and experiences.
Your participation is desired and necessary for the success of this process,
but you should not feel compelled to
lead it.”
According to Carter, a large part of
changing the culture and reducing the
burden on marginalized students will
involve non-marginalized members of
the community taking a more active
role in promoting diversity, equity and
inclusion at Lawrence — a sentiment
echoed by Bell in a separate interview.
“It’s hard to see students being burnt out or the cultural taxation that comes upon our students
because they’re always asked to
do things because it might impact

them,” Bell said. “It’s like ‘OK, well,
since it impacts you, I’m going to ask
you.’ But sometimes all you have to do
is observe and see what’s going on.
You can see and be a firm ally.”
While the student
leaders we
spoke to generally support the idea
of more students getting involved in
diversity work, many also expressed
doubts regarding the feasibility and
implementation of this transition.  
Chand emphasized the importance
of centering marginalized voices in
conversations about diversity, and
that “non-marginalized students need
to know when to step up, step back and
amplify” marginalized identities. Likewise, Marker thinks it’s unrealistic
to expect students who haven’t experienced discrimination to dedicate their time and energy to di-
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COVID-19
ON CAMPUS

Weekly updates on the status of
COVID-19 at Lawrence

TOTAL
CASES

ACTIVE
CASES:

LU:
8

LU:
5

Appleton:
10,175

Appleton:
213

We are in:

YELLOW LIGHT
Moderate
Risk

Enhanced
Precautions

Masking required indoors; inreased
surveillance testing; keycard needed
for building entry; high traffic areas
deep-cleaned.

The first week of classes
marked the first time the
entire student body has been
on campus since Winter of
2020. These photos highlight
some of the ways in which
campus is coming back to life.

*data reported as of Sept. 22
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versity work. Navy
also stated that
administration needs to learn more
about the current reality of marginalized students on campus before adding more students who are not in that
diverse community.
***
Substantial changes may occur under Carter’s leadership, but student
leaders say it’s too early to tell. While
all expressed hope for Carter’s ten-

ure, they are waiting to see what actions are taken, with a particular eye
towards who will fill the role of Vice
President for Diversity and Inclusion.
Right now, the segment of administration that student leaders expressed the most confidence in is the
D&IC, emphasizing Bell’s regular
and proactive conversations and in-

the technical systems of Lawrence so
my dead name doesn’t show up.”
Until these broader changes are implemented, much of the conversation
about what can be done has shifted
to focus on financial compensation,
particularly for the student leaders
who do the most work. The D&IC has
already started implementing some

member in the community. Her focus
tends to be more on diminishing the
burden, rather than compensation.  
Still, several student leaders, particularly Marker and Navy, question
whether diversity work should be a
student duty, emphasizing that their
primary responsibility is to their academics. Further, the expectation of

***
Change may be coming, but for
now, the disconnect remains; marginalized students still feel that they are
performing an undue amount of labor,
often at the expense of their academics, social life and mental health. The
culture that all parties claim to want
and the communication that is needed

volvement with student diversity organizations. According to Marker, it
feels as if the D&IC “can get us halfway to where we need to be, which is
a lot.” In Marker’s eyes, Bell may be
able to provide programming or education, but “she can’t exactly change

form of this, largely for students who
are contracted to do a specific project
for them, Bell said. But compensation
is still not widespread. However, other
administrators, including Carter, hold
the belief that diversity and inclusion work is a responsibility for every

unpaid labor tends to exclude lower
income students from involvement,
several student leaders said. If the
compensation isn’t monetary, Chand
added, then student leaders need
more structural, institutionalized systems to support their work.

have not yet fully manifested.  
Because every student diversity
leader we spoke to feels that fundamental aspects of our campus need
to change, the question remains: now
what?
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Shingldune
By Miri Villerius

Washing up on a beach
strikes us as powerful. The
beachfront is a point of
arrival, an event, a spectacle. The site where life first
emerged from the oceanic
abyss. Where creations are
left for dead or leave to kill.
An actual horizon you can
stand on. Everything arriving and departing. Stay to
watch the mini course of
things, or pass through the
coarseness thereof. All in
due time.
Unlike the riverbank
where our attention is drawn
to ever evading water, the
beachfront is level. We
arrive and meet the subtle,
timeless interaction of shore
and sea, gravel and water,
the weathering tide. Things
that crawl and cast off will
come and they will go, but
the crashing over the coastline will continue.
The largest things
washing ashore in our time
are freighters and beached
whales: our machines
combusting and mammalian cousins. The tide
abides regardless of whatever might displace land
and sea in discrete seconds
and epochs. Solids and liquids continuously cascade
to and fro, under and over
one another intimately, but
not romantically; sexually,
but not sentimentally. It’s
strangely oblivious for being
the very foundation of all
that occurs there.
Beaches are generously generic, but we set
our sights on two types:
the shingle beach and the
beachside dune. Shingle and
sand and all that’s on land.
We see all sand together
at once in infinity. It’s all
grains - a granular group.
The shingle beach is more of
a grab bag. Each rock is perceivably different - different
enough for each to be cherished on its own fine time.
The difference between the
shingle and the dune is of
the utmost importance, a
miraculous mirage.

By Celeste Reyes
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Crossword of the Week
By Kelly Foy

To Whom it May Conern
By Grace Reyes
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The Book
Club

Fashion’s Biggest Night The 2021 Met Gala

Liv Zimberoff
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Mikayla Henry
Columnist

______________________________________

Welcome to the beginning of
another wonderous year at Lawrence!
The September weather is as confusing as ever, campus is absolutely
buzzing with students and The Book
Club is back and ready to share some
new book recommendations with you
all! For those that are new, the goal
of The Book Club is to recommend
some new books from either my own
personal library or from those of other
Lawrentians to get you out of that
reading slump. If you have any books
you would like to recommend, feel
free to reach out and we can set up an
interview!
Over the summer I had plenty of
time to read, or at least whatever time
my attention span and work schedule
would allow, and I’m back and ready
with a few new titles in mind. One of
the titles I was super excited about
picking up is Caleb Carr’s The Alienist.
The novel is set in New York in the
year 1896, where a string of murders
draws the attention of a psychologist,
journalist and Theodore Roosevelt, of
all people. However, the police and
media refuse to give the murders the
attention they deserve, prompting
our trio to take matters into their
own hands. To do so, they decide to
attempt a ridiculed method in order to
hunt the killer, and the case becomes
the first to harness the idea of psychologically profiling a criminal based
on their crimes. However, unlike in
Criminal Minds where characters
can perfectly profile a serial killer
and catch them within 60 minutes
thanks to the power of technology and
Spencer Reid, the characters of The

Alienist must spend months researching theories and ideas just to create
basic groundwork for their case. The
entire book follows their adventures
and research as they inch closer and
closer towards catching whoever is
responsible for the heinous crimes.
Overall, I found the book to be
a fascinating read, as it provides a
look at rudimentary crime-solving
methods from the past and allows
readers to realize how far technology
has brought us into the world of forensic science and forensic psychology.
I would say that this book is perfect
for any readers who appreciate crime
shows and podcasts as much as I do,
especially those that mainly use psychological profiles in their programs.
Criminal Minds, Hannibal and Law
and Order: Criminal Intent are a few
prime examples. If you end up taking
my recommendation and giving it a
try, there also happens to be a show
with the same title that is based on
the book, as well as a sequel novel
titled The Angel of Darkness, which
I haven’t read quite yet. Rumor has it
that Caleb Carr has two more books
planned, but we’ll see if anything pans
out in the next few years.
That’s all I have for this week’s
edition of The Book Club! In the
upcoming weeks I hope to recommend
a few new horror and thriller novels in
time for Halloween, as well as interview some fellow Lawrentians to see
what they’ve been reading recently.
Don’t be afraid to reach out if you’d
like to share some titles you’ve loved,
and we’ll make sure to get your voice
heard! Until next time, good luck on
your studies, and happy reading!

After a one-year hiatus due
to the COVID pandemic, the 69th
annual event formerly known as the
Metropolitan Museum of Art Costume
Institute benefit, now more famously
known as the Met Gala, took place in
New York City on Monday, September
13.
The Met Gala often holds the
record for the greatest amount of
money raised of any New York City
fundraiser. This year’s gala raised a
record-breaking 16.75 million dollars
and is the main source of income for
the institute’s budget.
The gala was established in
1948 by American fashion publicist
Eleanor Lambert to raise money for
the newly built Costume Institute in
the Metropolitan Museum of Art. For
the inaugural event, ticket prices were
50 dollars to attend. To attend this
year’s exclusive and eagerly anticipated event, ticket prices were 35,000
dollars apiece and tables were available for 200,000 to 300,000 dollars.
In the early years, attendees for
the event were members of New York
City’s high society and the city’s fashion industry. In 1972, Diana Vreeland,
a columnist for “Harper’s Bazaar” and
then “Vogue” became a consultant
for the Met Gala, evolving it into a

Lauren Woodzicka

more glamorous evening by inviting
the year’s most popular celebrities, as
well as New York Cities elite.
As she’s done most years since
1995, Vogue’s Editor-in-Chief and
fashion’s revered matriarch, Anna
Wintour, was the chairwoman of
the event where she and her team at
Vogue carefully curate the guest list.
That guest list includes the particular
year’s A-list in every industry, from
music to acting to today’s social media
influencers. They wear some of the
top fashion houses, which consist of
new and old designs that were created
exclusively for this night.
In addition to the highly curated
guest list, the Vogue team also carefully chooses the event’s cochairs,
which this year included a roster of
young and talented Gen Zers, like
actor Timothée Chalamet, singer
Billie Eilish, poet and activist Amanda
Gorman and professional tennis player Naomi Osaka.
The highlight of any Met Gala
is the star-studded magic that takes
place on the iconic Met steps and
its red carpet. It is here where the
gala achieves its reputation as being
the biggest night in fashion. Walking
the red carpet is the guests’ runway
where they are photographed and
interviewed by more than 200 media
outlets from around the world.

Each year the gala has a theme
that sets the tone for the evening
and gives the designers their creative
marching orders for designing the
most extraordinary, and sometimes
extravagant costumes for their invited
attendees. Fashion designers hope
they will outshine their peers’ designs
and capture the headlines. In 1973,
the very first theme was The World
of Balenciaga, Spain’s luxury fashion
house, which was created by Cristóbal
Balenciaga. The outfits consisted of
everything Balenciaga. For 2021, the
invitation simply said, “In America: A
Lexicon of Fashion.”
The one certainty when it comes
to fashion’s biggest night is one can
expect the unexpected. Some outfits fit the theme perfectly, such as
Billie Eilish, who blew everyone away
with her nude tulle Oscar de le Renta
gown and Marylin Monroe inspired
hairdo. Timothée Chalamet was looking stylish as usual with his Haider
Ackermann suit and off-white converse.
Others guests could be viewed as
quite strange. American media personality Kim Kardashian donned an
all-black Balenciaga gown, which covered every inch of her body, from head
to toe and the artist A$AP ROCKY
wore a colorful quilt by ERL, which he
held around his body the whole night.

Album Review:
Fetch the Bolt Cutters

Staff Writer

______________________________________

As a diehard Fiona Apple fan,
I was incredibly excited when she
released her latest album, Fetch the
Bolt Cutters, in 2020 at the very beginning of quarantine. I had been surviving off albums from prior decades up
until this release and was in dire need
of new music from my favorite artist. Receiving extremely high praise
from critics and fans alike, Fetch the
Bolt Cutters exceeded my expectations. Fetch the Bolt Cutters is entirely
different from anything released by
Apple in the past, and her inventiveness clearly paid off, as Apple was
nominated for three Grammys this
year.
Apple chose an untraditional approach to creating her album,
deciding to record inside her home.
Known for being opposed to elements
of the music industry, it’s no surprise
that she dismissed traditional aspects
of recording and chose to independently create her sound. Perhaps the
most outstanding aspect of the album

is the way in which Apple interacts
with her home environment to create
the sounds of the album. The album
incorporates handclaps, chants,
stomping and percussion created
from found objects such as the bones
of Apple’s deceased dog. She even
includes her dogs barking, creating a
cacophony of sound in multiple songs.
These elements create a raw feeling to
the album that allows the viewer to
feel even more connected to the various themes that Apple presents.
Apple’s music is known for its
condemnation of the patriarchy and
explorations of mental health and
trauma, along with her vulnerability
in her expression. Her open and honest lyricism is still present in her latest album, and she reflects upon her
growth and relationships. The opening track, “I Want You to Love Me,”
is less of a love anthem and more of
a meditation about life and her path.
Apple’s spiritual side is at play here
more than her previous albums as she
contemplates the nature of the universe. In “Shameika,” she reminisces about a childhood acquaintance

who gave her the strength to make
it through her troubled adolescence.
In both songs she recognizes what
provided her strength. There’s a sense
that Apple has gained a sense of clarity in the last several years, as she
reflects upon her past with a certain
acceptance and humor. Despite this,
Apple reserves an anger for the unjust
systems at place in the world. “For
Her,” is a response to the Kavanaugh
hearings. In “Ladies,” she encourages
women not to be pitted against each
other by men. Apple feels close to
other women who shared the same
abuser in “Newspaper.” Despite the
heavy topics, the album never feels
didactic or heavy, instead operating as
a catharsis for the listener.
Each track is an original piece
that encourages the listener to break
free of limiting beliefs and systems,
hence the title track, “Fetch the Bolt
Cutters.” The listener metaphorically
pries themselves free over the course
of the album. Apple also transcends
musical conventions while advancing
a sound that is unique to her.
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Photo Feature: Otāēciah

Between Wriston Art Center and Mudd Library stands Otāēciah by artist Chris T. Cornelius (Oneida). The sculpture was installed on campus during the 2021 summer break. The Arts & Entertainment section of The Lawrentian will be covering the
sculpture in an upcoming edition.

Photo by Alana Melvin.

Movies, Movies,
Movies

UPCOMING:
9/24 4 p.m. SLUG Dirt
Day!!, SLUG Garden

9/24 4:30 p.m. Artist Talk
and Opening Reception,
Wriston Art Galleries
9/25 12 p.m. Appletones
Audition, Shattuck Hall of
Music 004

Levi Homman
Staff Writer

______________________________________

The Green Knight, 2021, directed by David Lowery — 4.5/5 Stars
There aren’t many movies like
The Green Knight. While it was a
much-anticipated release in the world
of filmmaking, most of the promotional material for David Lowery’s
Arthurian epic was shrouded in mystery. Posters and trailers didn’t show
much more than star Dev Patel’s
stoic face, his eyes solemnly taunting audiences with the ambiguity of
the film’s contents. The constructed
mystique is ultimately a success, as
the film’s plot is a wondrous, bizarre
sequence of events that need to be
seen to be believed. What begins as a
somewhat straightforward medieval
hero’s journey morphs into a delightfully disturbing sequence of dreamlike vignettes, solidifying The Green
Knight as one of distributor A24’s best
releases to date.
Likely the first thing to strike
viewers about The Green Knight is the
engulfing and surreal cinematography
by director of photography Andrew
Droz Palermo. The film opens with
an ambient environment, drawing
the audience’s attention to livestock
offset from the center of the frame.
In the background, a building burns,

and ambient sounds of a fictionalized
medieval city immerse viewers in the
world. This opening shot is the first
of many long takes by Palermo, who
pushes his stylistic limits far more
than in A Ghost Story, his previous
project with Lowery. These long takes
are complemented by slow, smooth
pans, bright, primary-colored lighting and vertical rotations of the camera that disorient and unnerve the
audience. One of the most powerful moments in the film is near the
start of the story, when hero Gawain,
played by Patel, departs from the
city on his quest. The camera follows
Gawain on his horse, facing him as the
city gets smaller behind him and the
barren, dirty world around it becomes
all that can be seen. This shot feels
as though it lasts forever, creating a
sense of uneasiness and setting the
stakes for the journey that Gawain
and the audience will go on together.
The powerful cinematography
is enriched by the unique costumes
and production design, which, despite
keeping a distinctly Arthurian tone,
carves out a unique style. Merging
what can only be described as Tolkienesque architecture and clothing with
historically accurate forms, as well
as some unexampled flourishes, the
film’s visual style feels fresh and fluid.

Perhaps the best example of this is in
the crowns worn by the royal characters, which at first appear to be
nondescript and unremarkable, but
when worn reveal a circular addition
that rests behind the head, evoking
religious imagery of marked holiness.
It would be remiss to go without mentioning the score, which also
keeps a medieval mood, largely in its
instrumentation, but feels distinct and
new all the same. The most notable
moments in the score, as well as the
most frequent, are the ones that create a sense of monotonous uneasiness, characterized by droning piano
chords and sharply plucked strings.
What keeps the story grounded
is Patel, who fleshes out his character
well as a young, naïve hero, seeking
honor but lacking some of the bravery
necessary to follow through on what
is expected of him. His performance is
complemented by his accompanying
ensemble, including Alicia Vikander,
who plays several roles throughout.
The Green Knight is something new. It’s confusing, gross and
sometimes downright scary, but it’s
undeniably engrossing and enchanting, and Lowery ultimately conjures
up some fascinating questions about
death, legend and love. The Green
Knight is in theaters right now.

9/25 7 p.m. Faculty
Recital: Steven Paul
Spears, tenor, and
Michael Mizrahi, piano,
Lawrence Vimeo
9/26 1 p.m. Appletons
Auditions day 2, Shattuck
Hall of Music 004

9/27 3 p.m. Fiber Arts
Break, Plaza in front of the
Mudd Library or Library
First Floor
9/27 7 p.m. Open Zoom
Call with the Editor-inChief, Zoom
9/27 8 p.m. Faculty
recital: John Daniel,
trumpet, Lawrence
Memorial Chapel
9/27 8:30 p.m. Jazz Jam,
Mead Witter Room
9/28 4:30 p.m.
Meditation, Spiritual &
Religious Life Ctr 112 Meditation Room
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Emma Chamberlain is my best friend
Sarah Matthews

Columnist
________________________________
The 20-year-old Youtuber
and social media influencer who
focuses on lifestyle and fashion vlogs
isn’t actually my best friend. In fact,
I’m probably not her number one fan,
even though I do consistently watch
her videos and listen to her podcast.
And, in all honesty, I thought I was the
type of person to think celebrity fandoms are really weird. I mean, what
are the chances you’ll even run into a
celebrity? And yet, people still act like
the famous will somehow magically be
your friend.
While I hold the opinion
that obsessing over the Kardashians
is a little too intense, Emma is the
exception. I know, I feel a little silly
admitting it. I wasn’t even a fan of
hers before she became social media
famous. I kind of went with the popularity flow and fell in love with her

videos the same time everyone else
did. So what’s the big deal, then?
Why do I have the right to say Emma
Chamberlain is my best friend? Well,
even though she’ll never know me,
and we’ll never be actual friends
(sadly), she has recently become a
really close person in my life.
The same time it felt like
my life was falling apart this past
summer is the same time I found a
love for podcasts and audiobooks. I’m
not a very social person (shocking,
I know). I don’t have many friends,
partly because I’m too nervous to seek
new ones and partly because I don’t
feel the need to have a large pool of
people in my social circle. So, when
I found myself extra lonely this summer, I decided to listen to a podcast.
Podcasts had been more of
a miss than a hit for me in the past.
I tried story time podcasts, but never
caught on, and I didn’t appreciate
the vibe of self-help ones either. In

@TheLawrentian

an attempt to limit screen time, I
clicked on Emma Chamberlain’s podcast Anything Goes instead of one
of her YouTube videos. Surprisingly,
what I found was a really vulnerable
and honest person behind the microphone, rather than someone obviously
attempting to gain popularity.
Maybe it’s because Emma
is already so popular, or maybe it’s
because I already knew I liked her videos, but either way Anything Goes felt
like a truthful space, with no strings
attached. While I worked this summer, I would listen to this podcast
and find an overwhelming amount of
relatability. Sometimes the episodes
were funny, sometimes they were a
bit teary-eyed, but they were always
sincere. Above all, I felt less lonely
during one of my loneliest times.
And I think it took my experience of loneliness to realize how
important some people are to you,
even if they have no idea you exist.

/Lawrentian

Somehow, Emma kept me going each
day, despite never having met her.
I felt a connection to another person and their art, even though we
were apart. And now it’s safe to say
I don’t find these sorts of celebrity
interactions silly anymore. I shouldn’t
have judged someone in the past
just because they felt like they were
best friends with someone famous.
Sometimes, all you need is to feel like
someone is there for you. And sometimes, that person is a close friend.
Sometimes, they’re a social media
influencer, movie star or pop singer.
Any type of relationship is valid.
Not only did Anything Goes
deepen my appreciation for podcasts
and Emma Chamberlain, but it made
me even more thankful for the close
friends in my life. There are few, but
they are mighty. And they are here,
which is sometimes not always the
case in life. Some days you will be
alone, and some days you will be

surrounded by people who feel like
sunshine. Both scenarios are bound to
happen.
I’ve learned that on those
lonely days it’s okay to reach far out
into the universe and latch onto anyone you have a connection with, even
if they’re a Youtuber. On the days
filled with true friends, be grateful you
don’t need to reach so far.
If you’re feeling lonely, just
know this is only momentary discomfort. If you can’t find friends to fill
your life with right now, surround
yourself with whatever makes you less
lonely, even if you think it’s silly.
I am lucky enough to say
that while I still love listening to
Anything Goes, I don’t need to rely
on it as much anymore. I’ve found my
Emma(s), right where I am. I hope
one day you do, too.

@the_lawrentian

Humble Tea: Chiseling words from feelings
Op-Ed Editor
_________________________________

The humility to be found
in reading and writing comes from
very much the same place. One is

thoughts into words on the page.
Where does humility play
into this? I’ve included the word

not writing opinion pieces, there is so
much personhood squeezed between
the words of reporting. Every reporter

General Mark Milley, in a congressional hearing. Milley defended the
necessity of someone in his position

I am a big fan of the written word.
To me, the processes of writing and
reading are some of the best ways to
know what you think and think what
you know. Like all of us, I have a lot of
gut feelings as I experience life going
by from day to day. My inner petulant
child is always looking at these gut
feelings and asking “why why why?.”
Why do I feel this way? Why must I
feel this way? Why should I feel this
way? Sometimes, the answer to these
questions is not obvious, sometimes
to a painful extent.
I’ve found that some gut
feelings stick with us over long spans
of time. We are unaware of them, but
they imperceptibly influence our lives,
suggesting different directions and
decisions we take and make. Some
gut feelings ask that they be answered
immediately before anything else can
be done. With these gut feelings that
I always have this endless desire to
understand better, I’ve found in written words the best gateway to answer
the riddles within.

about understanding your own perspective, the other about understanding another’s perspective. And what is
perspective but the experiential logic
of our lives? When I write, I’m trying
to make a schematic, when I read I’m
trying to understand one. It brings
forth the same questions that I ask
myself about gut feelings - the same
“why why why?”. Why should I write
this and not this? Why should this
writer write this of all things?
With the same question
of why, what is the meaningful distinction between written word and
gut feeling? Our written words are a
physical monolith to a span of time,
while a feeling is a blip in time. The
feeling is the thought that you grab
to chisel into words. As time goes on,
I’ve started to understand feelings
and thoughts as two sides of the same
coin. A thought is just a colloquialism
for a feeling made benign or maybe
a feeling is a particularly turbulent
thought. When we find certain general
or overarching feelings persisting, we
can abstract them into thoughts, and

‘humble’ in this column, so it’d be
worth all our while if I talked more
about it. I already mentioned the
humility of understanding the perspectives of others, which is especially
evident in reading, but what about the
humility of writing? Doesn’t writing
intuitively seem like a self-indulgent
publicity stunt? I think there is some
truth to this. Part of me (that part
known as my ego) likes putting my
writing out purely because it inflates
my self-esteem. That’s something we
all need every now and then, but can
quickly become excessive if you have
no other goals.
The humility in writing is
that, if you are taking into balanced
consideration both your audience and
yourself, you are indirectly confronting yourself and questioning your
feelings. The broader your audience
is, the more humility there is to gain.
In writing for an audience, you have
to ask yourself which of your feelings
are important, justified, or at the very
least which ones you’d be willing to
present to an audience. Even if you’re

has a style, a personality, writing patterns and thinking patterns. Even if
they are reporting on events that are
pretty benign or that they don’t have a
stake in, there’s still a lot they can ask
themselves about how to frame those
more benign feelings, how they want
themselves perceived in relation to
them. Like boosting your self-esteem,
boosting your self-consciousness is
also a virtue if it doesn’t get out of
hand.
I was drawn to these ideas
over the summer when I was in the
middle of researching with one of
our history faculty, Professor Greg
Milano, about philosophies of Italian
Fascism. I hope it goes without saying that neither I or the professor are
fascist sympathizers in the least, but
I really got to thinking about the use
of reading some of the gross fascist
source material we were going over
aside from in the service of research.
I found an affirmation of my feelings
(ones I didn’t have words for yet) on
the matter from a viral news clip of the
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,

studying Critical Race Theory, an academic theory predominantly regarding American race relations: “I’ve read
Mao Tse-tung, I’ve read Karl Marx,
I’ve read Lenin - that doesn’t make me
a communist. So what is wrong with
understanding, having some situational understanding about the country for which we are here to defend.”
Regardless of your feelings on General Milley, communism,
Critical Race Theory or fascist philosophy, I think there is an invaluable
lesson in his ‘situational understanding’. When we have feelings (or even
when we don’t), there is a wealth of
wisdom to be gained from confronting
that fact. In the oversaturated world
of media we live in, this can seem
like an impossible task, and it is, only
because it’s a continual process rather
than a task. How do you go forward
with that? I implore everyone to stay
confident and stay humble, we often
forget that the two aren’t mutually
exclusive.

Miri Villerius

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. The
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions. For the full editorial policy and parameters for submitting articles, please refer to the masthead, which is located on the back of each edition.
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Studying Abroad in a Pandemic: Thoughts a year later

Lauren Kelly

Columnist
_________________________________
I moved into the dorms this
year knowing that on that same day
in 2020, I was moving to Oxford,
England to study at Oxford. I can’t
believe it has been a year. I have
so many feelings about that, and as
many more students are able to study
abroad now (rather than just two students in fall 2020), I wanted to reflect.
On one hand, going back
to the familiarity of Lawrence in the
fall is nice. I know what I am doing, I
know people, and I only had to drive
10 minutes from home. It is strange,
though, to know that I haven’t had a
fall term here since my sophomore
year, and now this is my last one. It’s
strange to have this be such a busy,
momentous term that is supposed to
reflect linguistic achievement through
my senior capstone project. I’m very
stressed.
But gosh, do I miss how
Oxford made me feel. I think about
flying solo across the Atlantic, learn-

ing about British history from Oxford
scholars, watching rowing teams fly
through the Thames from my quarantine room’s windows. It was never
perfect, and I was very lonely, but
there were so many amazing parts
about studying there. I even think
back to my two-week quarantine,
filled with total isolation, with fondness and longing...because the ham/
chip/butter sandwiches I ate for lunch
were the epitome of European excitement, yeah?
However, things were different there.. Though I was an enrolled
student at Oxford, I also felt like I
was a long-term tourist. I had amazing English tutorials on my tutor’s
narrowboat on the Thames, where
I learned a lot of valuable analytical
skills and had great conversations. I
often wrote mediocre essays but that
was ok. I learned to like black tea with
milk and how to be polite and how to
write things that were more British
than American. I worked as hard as I
could, but on weekends I tried to book
tours of the Oxford Castle and Prison
or Ashmolean or Pitt Rivers Museum

like I was a tourist to the city.
You should know, if you
don’t, that all I know about studying
abroad is what the pandemic let me
have. I only visited London twice and
didn’t get to see Wales or Scotland
or Ireland or the continent. I had a
lockdown for the last month I was
there. I didn’t feel safe going to pubs
or restaurants, even if that was a way
to make friends. There are quite a bit
of missed opportunities weaved into
my time abroad. And yes, I have a
lot of regrets. I think that’s why this
year’s mark means so much to me. I
didn’t really process my time abroad.
If you ever get to study abroad, please
journal every day. I didn’t, and still
don’t feel like I remember everything
I did. Part of what I regret is that I
didn’t get to have the same experience
that people who studied before the
pandemic got to have, or what they
seem to be getting now in fall 2021.
It’s hard to not be sad about that. But
I keep on telling myself that I’ll get to
go back someday and re-experience
those things. I try to re-frame it in
my head: I got to see a vastly differ-

ent Oxford than what others might
know/get to see! Or I remember the
national lockdown! Or even, I visited Buckingham Palace while Prince
Philip was still alive.
Without a doubt, studying
abroad is an amazing opportunity that
many more of us might get to have as
the world (hopefully) improves and
things open up. But I don’t know if
many people realize that it will not be
perfect. Yes, it changed my life. I consider Oxford to be my second home. I
enjoyed it there. But I needed to have
a lot of flexibility and ask for a lot of
support from my program. I needed to
have weekly counseling. I often used
Whatsapp to call home. I was lonely.
I think the greatest thing studying
abroad taught me, though, is how to
make do with being alone all the time
in a different country.
I did a lot of things over
there that I would have never done
in Appleton. I walked 8+ miles in
London with only a printed-out
Google map of where I wanted to go.
I jay-walked a lot and managed to
get hit by a bike in front of a crowd
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(very embarrassing). I went to a lot
of museums by myself and even went
grocery shopping by myself. In writing
this, I realize that it’s not glamorous
(and I probably could have done all
these things in the U.S), but it was a
part of my Oxford experience.
This is a much more personal article than I intended, but
I’ll leave you all with more concrete
thoughts. First, study abroad if you
can. Second, you don’t just spend your
time abroad doing Instagram-worthy
things. It’s hard and sad and lonely
and not always fun. But a big part of
it is being independent and learning about yourself in a new country.
Third, try not to compare your time
abroad to others.’ Fourth, please keep
a journal. Fifth, know that you will
probably never stop thinking about
this moment in your life, and know
that wherever you’ll go, you’ll take
parts of it home with you. I hope you
can study abroad!
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Photo Poll

Alana Melvin
Photo Editor

What is one thing you forgot to pack for school?
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encouraged. The editors
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“Favorite green sweater.”
— Rashellie De La Cruz

“My dignity.”
— Kathryn Williams

“My sanity.”
— Cora Tenebaum
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— Madeline Markham
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— Henry Giles
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Why did you join The Lawrentian?
“Collection of crystals. ”
— Thomas Logan

“Notebooks and a planner.”
— Courtney Wilmington

“Pens, non-remote stuff.”
— Isha Agarwal

A Letter from the Editor
Dear Reader,

and is cognizant of the impact its

guiding principles, procedures, job

In the final edition of The

publication has on the surrounding

descriptions, etc. It isn’t complete yet,

Lawrentian last year, I submitted a

community. Aware of this responsibil-

but you can access it using the QR

letter similar to this one in which I

ity, the organization takes care to rep-

code below.

discussed some of the changes that

resent its community respectfully and

have been made to our organization

accurately by verifying its information

and what we plan to do moving for-

prior to publication and seeking infor-

ward. I now write to provide you with

mation from multiple sources.

an update!

Finally, a successful student

I will continuously be working on

Over the summer, I dug into

newspaper recognizes that its staff are

this handbook, and you will be able to

the basics of what an organization,

students — fully aware of the benefits

see progress in real time.

particularly a student news organiza-

and limitations this may provide. The

Additionally, I would like to pro-

tion, needs to be successful. Success is

organization does not interfere with

vide the links to our story proposal

subjective, so let me explain.

this education but, rather, supports it

form and feedback submission form.

by providing an additional opportu-

Those can be found by following the

nity for experiential learning.

QR codes below.

A successful student newspaper
is accessible in terms of content and
involvement — the words written are

Accessibility, truth and human-

understandable, and being involved

ity are what I seek to promote with the

as a staff member or as a source is

rest of my tenure as Editor-in-Chief.

truly attainable. The experiences and

Part of this, I believe, involves

education available within the orga-

being transparent about our orga-

I’m looking forward to another

nization promote equitable opportu-

nization. Because of this — and to

term of learning and growing through

nities for journalism experience and

create sustainable change within The

this role. Thank you for reading and

learning.

Lawrentian for future leaders — I

for being a member of our commu-

Additionally, a successful stu-

have been working on The Lawrentian

nity!

dent newspaper publishes the truth

handbook. The handbook lays out our

Molly Ruffing, Editor-in-Chief

Molly Ruffing, Editor-in-Chief
I always dreamed of being a published writer,
and The Lawrentian gave me the opportunity to
actually do that. My five-year-old self probably
wouldn’t believe me if I told her I that I’ve been
paid for my writing for years and now run the
whole newspaper.

Alex Freeman, News Editor
I believe in the importance of the truth, and
no community can be informed without dedicated journalists. I wanted to do my part in making
that happen. Plus, who doesn’t like to be in the
know?

Miri Villerius, Opinions & Editorials Editor
I think I joined The Lawrentian because I
was feeling a bit lost at the time and needed a
creative outlet and a way to put myself out there.
Writing is a great way to get into a habit of putting your thoughts and feelings in order and
thinking about what you want to convey to those
around you!

